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A2Q (America to Qatar) is a digital magazine 
that spans the work of artists and the insights of 
experts from the United States, Qatar, and the 
Arab and Islamic worlds. As a quarterly digital 
platform serving creatives with diverse 
perspectives in art and culture, A2Q addresses 
subject matter in the aim of bridging cultural 
barriers and cultivating understanding. While at 
its core A2Q provides a voice to culture, history, 
and art relating to the Arab and Islamic 
communities around the world, A2Q also 
exists in recognition of the universal appeal of 
creative expression and the benefits of cultural 
convergence.

Interested in being featured in an upcoming 
issue of A2Q? You can submit your work as an 
artist, writer, or academic with the QAIC 
editorial team for a chance to be featured. 
If selected, we will contact you to begin the 
editorial process. More information can be 
found at www.qataramerica.org/A2Q.

The Qatar America Institute for Culture (QAIC) 
is an independent 501(c)(3) non-profit 
organization that creates, curates, and 
executes programs and research that amplify 
the prominence of all forms of art and culture in 
society. QAIC cultivates artistic expression and 
cultural dialogue from the United States, Qatar, 
and the larger Arab and Islamic worlds. 

QAIC serves as a vital hub to convene artists, 
curators, storytellers, creatives, scholars, and 
academics, connecting them with a global 
network that extends beyond its physical space 
in Washington DC. Through art exhibitions, 
educational programs, scholarly research, and 
cross-cultural partnerships, QAIC provides 
interactive experiences in an inclusive 
environment to celebrate and appreciate art 
and culture. 

About QAIC

About A2Q
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What We Do

QAIC's headquarters, located in DC’s popular Dupont Circle neighborhood, 
hosts rotating exhibitions throughout the year in our historic gallery space. 
Whether an innovative contemporary art installation or a sensory journey 
through history, these exhibitions invite visitors of all ages to explore 
diverse forms of art and heritage.  

At QAIC, all are welcome to expand their knowledge of the arts and 
culture by participating in our regular educational programs. Our 
Expressions Art & Culture Talks provide audiences exclusive insight from 
creatives and experts on topics including horse breeding, film, and 
architecture. The newly launched Museum Series convenes museum 
practitioners not only for a behind-the-scenes look at today’s museums, 
but also to generate dialogue about current museological trends and 
issues. At our hands-on cultural enrichment events, audiences learn 
about art, culture, and the creative process by producing their own 
art and crafts.     

We invite members from our various communities to engage with us 
in many ways, whether through celebrations such as our iftar dinners or
our annual IMPART Summit, the “Congress for Creatives.” We also offer 
various scholarly opportunities, including fellowships and internships, 
throughout the year for those interested to get further involved with QAIC. 

Art

Culture

Education
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Dear Friends of QAIC,  

It seems hard to believe that we are already halfway 
through 2021 after a period where time once crept so 
slowly. The past three months at QAIC harbored many 
achievements and lessons learned. The team and I 
found great encouragement in finally being able to host 
our first in-person event post-pandemic to complement 
our largely digital offerings for programming and 
content. This milestone hopefully signals the return to a 
more traditional event structure; however, we intend to 
preserve our virtual component to continue 
accommodating the communities we engage with, 
both locally and abroad.  

Following the launch of the Museum Series program, 
QAIC has convened panels composed of museum 
experts and curators from Qatar and the United States 
to discuss in detail the processes and challenges of 
exhibition curation and education. The first two events of 
this series focused on Islamic art and indigenous & 
native art respectively and hosted speakers from 
esteemed institutions, including: The Met, The 
Smithsonian Freer & Sackler Galleries, the Museum of 
Fine Arts in Houston, the Los Angeles County Museum of 
Art(LACMA), the Museum of Islamic Art (MIA) in Doha, 
Qatar, the National Museum of Qatar, the IAIA Museum 
of Contemporary Native Arts, and the University of 
Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology.

Springing into the season, QAIC’s first in-person event 
of the year was our spring Seasonal Social, an open 
house-type event open to the Washington, DC 
community to enjoy QAIC’s offering of art exhibitions, live 
entertainment, perfume demonstrations, and last but not 
least, food. With the inauguration of our Seasonal Social 
events, we also celebrated the debut of QAIC’s newest 
cultural initiative, the Perfumery Museum, which 

A Letter from the 
Executive Director

celebrates the cultural and historical significance of of 
fragrance in the Middle East and globally. The event 
also provided guests with the opportunity to view the 
Transcendent Text exhibition before its closing at the 
end of June.  

As more of a permanent feature of QAIC’s 
headquarters in DC, the Perfumery Museum is a 
journey for the senses and an introduction to the 
history, art, science, and stories behind the craft of 
perfumery through time and the world. QAIC’s 
Perfumery Museum offers both an educational and 
interactive experience for guests interested in exploring 
this unique form of creative expression. 

Lastly, in continuation of our commitment to the mission 
of cultivating artistic expression and culture from the 
United States, Qatar, and the larger Arab and Islamic 
worlds, my team and I are thrilled to present you with 
this second issue of our quarterly publication, the A2Q 
Magazine.  

As we continue to embark on mission as a center for 
cultivating artistic expression and cultural dialogue, we 
hope that you will join us whether virtual or in-person, 
or perhaps in a partnering city for our next major 
exhibition (hint: we hope you enjoy coffee). As always, 
we thank you for your support and hope you enjoy the 
articles and fun activities in the following pages. 

Sincerely, 

Fatima Al-Dosari,
Executive Director
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Artwork by Haifa Al Khuzai.



Dr. Thorpe is a professor of computer science at Clarkson University. He spent 
the bulk of his career with Carnegie Mellon, as grad student, faculty, Director of 
The RoboticsInstitute, and founding Dean of Carnegie Mellon Qatar. He worked 
a year in the White House helping create policy for robotics and advanced 
manufacturing. He and his wife live in Potsdam, New York. They have two 
children, one grandchild, and cats named Moushkela and Habibti.

We are excited to welcome Dr. Chuck Thorpe and William K. Grant as the newest members of 
QAIC's Board of Directors. Learn more about our latest addition to QAIC's growing family!

9       A2Q

QAIC Board 
of Directors

We went to Qatar to set up a branch campus 
for Carnegie Mellon. Campuses are bridges, 
and bridges work both ways: we learned as 
much as we taught.In joining the QAIC board 
I'm hoping to keep building bridges, and to 
keep learning.

“
Dr. Chuck Thorpe



William Grant is a former career US diplomat who was head of the US embassy in 
Doha between 2017 and 2020 during a period of increased cooperation 
between the United States and Qatar.  During a long State Department career, he 
had several other assignments in the Middle East, including deputy chief of mission 
in Lebanon and Israel and head of U.S. offices in Basra and Sulaimaniya, Iraq. 
He also served in Malta, Italy, Argentina, Poland, Washington and the United 
Nations. Currently, Mr. Grant is a Senior Advisor with an international consulting 
firm, advising companies on their operations in the Middle East region. He has a 
bachelor's degree from the University of Pennsylvania.

William K. Grant
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Culture is particularly vibrant in the United 
States and Qatar, and throughout the Arab 
world.  QAIC's work showcases that vibrancy, 
deepening the connections that promote 
understanding and 

“



M
Ashley Jaye Williams is a 
multidisciplinary artist who 
has been working and living in 
Washington, DC for the past 
14 years. She works primarily 
within the realm of murals, fine 
painting, and art installations, 
but also has experience in
traditional animation, 
sculpture, video, printmaking, 
and collage.

She has created murals and 
art installations for both 
private and corporate clients, 
some of which include 
Broccoli City Music Festival, the 
annual Roots Picnic, Long Live 
GoGo, 51 For 51, Made In NYC 
Week, WeWork, Chaia Tacos, 
Halcyon, Swatchroom, 
Maggie O’Neill Fine Art, 
Songbyrd Café, Hart’s Desires, 
the historic Willard 
Intercontinental Hotel, PR at 
Partners, and Culture House. 

You can check out Ashley's 
QAIC murals at our HQ in 
Washington, DC.

ural 
akeover
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Museum of Islamic Art. Doha, Qatar. Photo by Tiffany.



What We've Been Up To
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The panel explored the evolution of 
Islamic art curation in museums today 
as experts from both the US and Qatar 
shared their own curatorial processes and 
approaches towards exhibiting their 
institutions' Islamic art collections. On 
Tuesday, May 25, we hosted the second 
edition of the 2021 Museum Series. This 
event featured a panel of curators that 
manage indigenous and Bedouin 
collections at the National Museum of 
Qatar in Doha, Qatar, the IAIA Museum 
of Contemporary Native Arts, and the 
University of Pennsylvania Museum of
Archaeology and Anthropology.

On Tuesday, April 6, QAIC hosted the inaugural virtual panel of the 
2021 Museum Series. This event featured a panel of curators that 
manage the Islamic art collections at the Los Angeles County  
Museum of Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in NYC, the Freer 
Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery of the Smithsonian, the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, and the Museum of Islamic Art in 
Doha, Qatar. The discussion was moderated by the Chair of QAIC’s 
Board of Directors, Peggy Loar. 

The discussion was moderated by QAIC’s 
Executive Director, Fatima Al-Dosari. 

The panel explored the modes of curation and 
display of native art as experts from both the 
US and Qatar shared their own curatorial 
processes and approaches towards exhibiting 
theirinstitution’s various historic and contemporary 
indigenous and Bedouin collections.

Displays from Qatar National Museum. 

QAIC Musems Series.

Islamic Art Collection, LACMA. QAIC Muesem Series.
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“Women of the Pandemic: Creativity in Quarantine” 
is a virtual exhibition and panel discussion hosted 
by QAIC and Katara Cultural Village. This exhibition 
spotlights four Qatari artists and four American artists 
whose creative voices have carried on despite the 
chaos brought on by COVID-19 around them. In 
addition to celebrating the artists’ works and resilience, 
the exchange aims to connect these female artists for 
a virtual panel to reflect and share how they have
confronted the realities of life as a professional 
creative during a pandemic. The panel discussion 
took place on Thursday, June 24, and explored the 
commonalities and differences experienced from this 
shared global event by these artists from contrasting 
environments and backgrounds.  

25 Mandalas by Jordan Wine.

Artwork by Haifa Al Khuzai.

The Red Chair by Anna Davis.

Artwork by Jawahir Al Mannai.

Artwork by Abeer Al Kuwari.

The virtual exhibition hosted by Katara launched Sunday, June 13.  



The Arab Film House, a new initiative created in partnership 
with Doha Film Institute, highlights the crucial role that film plays 
in sharing diverse perspectives and connecting cultures. Not 
only does this initiative provide educational resources and 
opportunities for filmmakers, but it will also launch the annual 
Arab Film House Awards, which will recognize emerging Arab 
or Arab-American filmmakers. This year, the theme for the 
awards is "Sports and Society." Stay tuned to learn more about 
the Arab Film House initiative.

Images from the new AFH Mural wall.
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The virtual exhibition hosted by Katara launched Sunday, June 13.  



Springing Upon 
Our Senses at the 
Seasonal Social: 
QAIC’s First Open House Event of the Year 

In keeping up with our pursuits of convening communities and 
celebrating culture, the QAIC Seasonal Social events are festivities 
to share cross-cultural appreciations through food, film, music, 
performances, and various forms of classic and contemporary art 
This spring’s Seasonal Social was an experience for all senses as 
guests were able to taste, smell, hear, and see many forms of art 
relevant to the Arab and Islamic worlds.

On Friday, 14 May 2021 the DC community was invited to the 
institute to experience the intersectionality for the appreciation of 
art and the launch of QAIC’s newest initiative: the Perfumery 

Museum. After a year of having no in-person events, we were delighted to finally open our doors 
and share our vision with the public.

Upon arrival attendees enjoyed savory and popular tastes of the Arab world, like karak, a flavorful 
tea made from rich spices originating from South Asia, and chapati, a crêpe-like flat bread also 
originating from the South Asian region that is popular in countries of the Arabian Peninsula like 
Qatar. For the duration of the event, attendees were enchanted by different forms of entertainment, 
like Arabian music played by a live violinist or a live painting 
of a skyline which combined the architectural landmarks from 
Doha and various American cities.  Lastly, in honor of the 
opening of the Perfumery Museum, guests were able to set sit 
in on a live demonstration on how to create a fragrance. For 
many, this was the first time smelling the sweet and spicy 
aromas of traditional Arabian scents including sandalwood, 
oud, rose, frankincense, and musk.  

Our Seasonal Socials are bi-annual events that celebrate the 
commonalities within our cultures, each with a unique flavor 
and twist relevant to the season and our various exhibitions. 
We look forward to opening our doors again in the Ffall of 
2021 to all those interested in learning about art and culture 
from the Arab and Islamic worlds right here in America.  

Chapati
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Live painting session.
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Uncommon Scents
The Opening of QAIC’s Perfumery Museum

Different scents are like different colors: some work better on 
others depending on the wearer, and some evoke an 
emotional response tied to a memory. Much like how 
colors are appealing to our senses and are shared around 
the world through artistic expression in various fashion, 
fragrance is another sensory art that is intriguing to many 
internationally and is rich in history. For centuries, the aromas 
endemic to the regions of the Middle East and West Asia 
have played an important role in the social fabric of the 
peoples native to these lands, and now these same aromas 
are making their mark 
on the world. It is due to 

this tradition that QAIC on 14 May 2021 unveiled its newest 
initiative in celebration of the traditions and heritage of 
fragrance: the Perfumery Museum. 

Located at the intersection of three continents and the
crossroads of several cultures and trade routes, countries 
in the Middle East have embraced scents from around the 
world into their cultures in addition to introducing many of their 
own. Many of the rich aromas that Americans enjoy today 

have journeyed for centuries 
around the Arab and Islamic 
worlds only to wind up bottled 
inside some of today’s most 
popular perfumes.  

In keeping up with QAIC’s 
mission of cultivating artistic 
expression and dialogue, we 
launched the Perfumery Mu-
seum to share the 
complex history and traditions 
that surround the production 
of fragrance and the billion-
dollar industry it has become 
today. Unique in its kind, our 
Perfumery Museumis tucked into an intimate chamber within the 
institute that entices visitors with its alluring aromas and exhibitions  

             offering historical, educational, and interactive experiences.  

Map of perfume trade routes, 
The Perfumery Museum, QAIC. 

Sherry Meredith from DIY Scent 
Studio performing a demo.
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In addition to viewing artifacts, guests are able to test 
their sense of smell with some of the more popular 
scents of the Middle East, including the sweet yet 
savory smell of musk originating from Asia; oud, which 
was traditionally extracted from trees in Oman and 
is still highly popular in the Gulf region; and of course, 
rose which in oil form originated in Persia, or 
modern-day Iran. In using the Fragrance Wheel, a 
categorization tool developed by fragrance authority 
Michael Edwards of Fragrances of the World, guests 
can navigate their noses to the closest fragrance 
family associated on the chart. 

 The overarching goal of the museum is to share the 
common appreciation for scent held by people in 
both the greater Arab Gulf region and in the United 
States. When entering a home in Qatar and other 
Gulf countries, guests are often greeted with the bold 
and enticing smells of burning incense called 
“bukhoor,” a typical cultural practice for welcoming 
guests into a home in proper hospitable fashion.  

Whether aromas for the home or fragrances 
to be worn, the Perfumery Museum aims 
covers it all in time with future exhibitions and 
programming with fragrance experts. 
Currently, the Perfumery Museum has 
several antique bottles on display on loan 
from Reem Abu Issa, an avid collector 
based in Qatar. Perfume bottles over the 
course of history have played a large role in 
the product development process, 
portraying a visual aspect to the art of scent.   

The Perfumery Museum will be a 
permanent addition to the QAIC 
headquarters in DC that will remain open 
to the public via appointment. If you are 
interested in embarking on this adventure 
of scent, register here for an available
private tour.  

Visitors at The Perfumery Museum, QAIC. 

Live demo with DIY Scent Studio.
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The Timelessness of 
Transcendent Text:
A Universal Art Exhibition’s Debut at the Nation’s Capital

QAIC’s Transcendent Text exhibition displaying the 
moving work of Sabah Arbilli will conclude with a final 
exhibition date of July 15th, 2021. Under such auspices, 
the exhibition itself has posed an exquisite opportunity 
to engage in an ethnographic study of the work and 
the meaning behind each of the pieces in relation to 
modern day values. Within Arbilli’s work, he correlates 
the values within the sacred texts of Islam, specifically 
the Hadith and Quran to the United Nations’ Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights.  

 Given Islam’s place as a minority religion in the United 
States and recent global events that have cast the 
religion in an unfavorable light, misconceptions and 
misunderstandings about Islam abound. For many, it 
may come as a surprise that modern day human rights 
are part of and as old as Islam itself. In this exhibition,  

           Arbilli uses his art to both impart information and 
convey his creative commentary, highlighting the universality of human rights through stylized 
Arabic script. His Transcendent Text concept of internationalism was carried throughout the 
process in the creation of each of Arbilli’s pieces as he connected the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights to sacred Islamic texts. 

An individual who is not well versed in Islamic 
Studies might think that his work simply connects 
Arabic speaking countries to the declaration. 
This is not the case for two reasons. The first 
reason is that the Muslim World spans across 
North Africa into Asia, where many individuals 
from a young age are taught to read the Quran. 
The second reason is because the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights has been translated 
into over 500 languages.  

Visitors at the Transcendent Text exhibition.
Washington, DC.
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Visitors at the Transcendent Text exhibition.
Washington, DC.



Aside from Arbilli’s work being transnational, it is also timeless. As mentioned previously, the concept 
of Human Rights in the form of justice or in Arabic “adel,” has been around since the beginning of 
Islam. Through his work, Arbilli takes various Quranic and Hadith pieces of literature as inspiration for 
his paintings. This allows his audience to visualize and interpret ancient scripture while 
subconsciously traveling through time.  

In recent years, the United States has been faced with various challenges in regard to mistrust of 
the media and information sources as more Americans gain increased access to information 
following the advent of the Internet. This modern-day library meets communication tool has 
allowed us to connect in a way that helps us understand and develop relations beyond borders, 
and as a result become more knowledgeable or informed. One of Arbilli’s most famous and 
well-known pieces is based on the Quranic value of knowledge:  

“O mankind, indeed We have created you from male and female and 
made you peoples and tribes that you may know one another [to 
exchange knowledge]. Indeed, the most noble of you in the sight of 
Allah is the most righteous of you.” - (The Qur'an 49:13/14)

From the English translation, one can conclude that knowledge and being informed leads to
righteousness and nobility in the eyes of Allah. This concept in Arbilli’s work was paired back 
with the Constitution of The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 1945 
which suggests:  

“That ignorance of each other's ways and lives has been a common 
cause, throughout the history of mankind, of that suspicion and mistrust 
between the peoples of the world through which their differences have 
all too often broken into war.” 

In a world of rapid information in combination 
with the Internet and mass media, our “nobility” 
becomes increasingly challenged. In combining 
both the verse and the constitutional excerpt, 
Arbilli’s piece enshrines us with the guiding
 principle that we have a responsibility as 
“mankind” to become and remain informed 
about one another, lest we succumb to 
violence or chaos. It is only through art and 
education (as Arbilli’s exhibition would suggest)
that we may remain on the so-called path 
of righteousness.  
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Care for a Coffee? 
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The coffee plant comes from the genus Coffea, a group of flowering 
shrubs and small trees whose seeds are roasted, ground, and then 

brewed with hot water to create the adored beverage we know 
as coffee. Among this group there are two distinct speciesbin 
mass cultivation: Coffea arabica, which comprises 60-80% of 

the world’s production, and its more bitter and caffeinated cousin, 
Caffea canephora, or “Robusta,” which comprises 20-40% of 
global production.  

cof·fee  /'kôfē,'käfē/

noun
1. a drink made from the roasted and ground seeds (coffee beans) of a tropical shrub.

origin
Dutch koffie        Turkish kahveh        Arabic qahwah. 

Certainly, coffee is a much beloved drink worldwide, but it has a 
particularly long and rich history in the Middle East and Africa 
where it can be traced back centuries to the ancient coffee 
fields on the Ethiopian plateau. According to local legend, a 
goat herder named Kaldi first discovered the potential of 

coffee after he noticed that his goats becoming energized from 
eating the berries of a specific shrub growing in the highlands. 
While the historical accuracy of this legend remains in question, 
there is no doubt as to why the stimulating effects of this plant 

have become cherished by so many of us. 

Mocha beans are from Al-Makha, 
or Mocha, a major port city for the 
capital of Sana’a on the Red Coast 
of Yemen. ”

“



While it is commonplace 
to find a café on 
nearly every 
urban corner, 
many do not know that coffeehouse culture originated 
in the Arab world and spread to wherever the trade of 
these beans reached. Traditional coffeehouses were 
established throughout the Ottoman Empire as places where 
men would meet to socialize with non-family members or 
conduct business. Eventually coffee would make its grand debut 
in Europe through trade and the contact with emissaries of the 
Ottoman Sultan. Initially, this bitter rivel to tea had an exotic 
reputation; but as tastes changed and accessibility increased, 
coffee came to dominate Western society as a commercial 
commodity and cultural mainstay of the Western working class.

We are is excited to announce our upcoming exhibition, Coffee
for Two, in collaboration with the Sheikh Faisal Bin Qassim 
Al-Thani Museum (FBQM). Debuting Fall 2021, this fun exhibition 
will introduce visitors to the rich history of coffee traditions of 
Qatar and the Arabian peninsula, and majlis culture. 

 Dallah – a traditional arabic coffee pot, 
dating to approximately the mid-17th century.

Coffee cultivation and trade began on the Arabian Peninsula 
soon after its discovery. By the 15th century, coffee was being 
grown in Yemen and before traveling to Persia, Egypt, Syria, 
and Turkey in the 16th century. In fact, Mocha beans are from 
Al-Makha, or Mocha, a major port city for the capital of Sana’a 
on the Red Coast of Yemen. Mocha beans, or Sanani beans, 
are prized for their distinctive flavor. The legacy of these beans 
is reflected in the name of the mocha latte, an espresso drink 
infused with chocolate, and the Moka stovetop coffee maker 
developed in Italy in the 1930s. 

Among the Bedouin tribes of the Arabian Peninsula, coffee is 
an important part of their society. The ritual of preparing and 
serving coffee is staple of Bedouin hospitality indicating the 
generosity and wealth  of the host. The documented accounts 
of travelers to the region in the early 19th century report many 
Bedouins spent considerable portions of their income on 
“luxuries” such as coffee. Arabian coffee will typically have
the spice cardamom added to it, and sometimes other 
spices, such as saffron, cloves, or cinnamon, 
depending on the region. 
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Luxury, Commodity, 
Necessity? 
The Importance of  
Perfume: 
A Conversation with Michael Edwards 



In 2006, fragrance house Clive Christian released the world’s most expensive perfume, Imperial 
Majesty – which, according to the Guinness Book of World Records, bears a hefty price tag of 
around $215,000 per bottle. Though most perfumes cost nowhere near the exorbitant price of 
Imperial Majesty, fragrance has long connoted wealth, luxury, and a sense of inaccessibility.  

As the market for perfume grows and consumers develop more expensive tastes, it is 
understandable why fragrance has become associated with these attributes. Even in the past, 
perfume was used by members of the elite class to demonstrate their status. Yet, perfume’s 
importance extends beyond serving as a status symbol or simply making us smell good. The use of 
fragrance spans temporal and geographic divides, representing our culture’s commonalities and 
shared humanity.  

Over the course of his thirty-year career, British fragrance historian and taxonomist Michael 
Edwards has championed the idea that perfume should belong to all. We recently sat down with 
him to discuss the perfume history, Edwards’s personal journey to becoming one of the world’s top 
fragrances experts, and the significance of perfume in our daily lives.  
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The Perfumery Museum, QAIC.

Interactive scent strip samples, The 
Perfumery Museum, QAIC.



A Brief History of Scent  

Our conversation with Edwards begins with the earliest history of perfume, in ancient Mesopotamia, 
the area spanning the modern-day countries of Iraq and parts of Iran, Turkey, Syria, and Kuwait. 
Perfumery likely began in the region over 4,000 years ago, and continued to have a rich tradition in 
the Middle East. “The history of perfume is the history of Islam,” says Edwards, acknowledging how, 
through trade of raw materials and the development of the perfume distillation process, the Islamic 
world has played a key role in the evolution of modern perfumery.  

Fragrance travelled from the region to Europe, where it became used for hygiene, as bathing was 
thought to attract plague and disease. By the late 1600s, alcohol-based perfumes were introduced 
– the type of perfume popularly used today.  

Yet, perfume didn’t really take off as an industry until the 20th century. With a rise in consumerism 
after World War II, more people bought fragrances, whether as gifts or for personal use. The led to 
the introduction of “niche perfumes” in the 1970s and 1980s, which, according to Edwards, are 
making a resurgence today. By 2025, it is expected that the perfume industry will be worth more 
than $91 billion, signifying the key role fragrance has played and continues to play over time. 

“The Perfume Expert’s Expert” 

In our Zoom call, Edwards is sitting in his Australia residence; born in present-day Malawi and 
educated in the United Kingdom, Rhodesia, and South Africa, he now splits his time between 
Sydney and Paris. We ask Edwards about his background in perfumery, and how he became “the 
perfume expert’s expert,” as Evelyn Lauder once called him. Edwards claims that he fell into the 
fragrance world “by accident.” He notes how his career has paralleled the rise of the perfume 
industry beginning in the 1960s, which has charted a course for his own work. Edwards did not start 
in the perfume world; instead, while working as the marketing director for Halston, Edwards was 
tasked with helping promote their perfume and educating department stores on how to describe 
and market it to customers. This experience made Edwards realize how little we understood the 
scent profiles of fragrances on the market. 

The history of 
perfume is the 
history of Islam.

”
“

Michael Edwards
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“Before 1983, there was no common language to talk about perfume,” explains Edwards. Not only 
were consumers unable to identify the scents in their favorite perfumes, but the stores selling 
perfumes didn’t know how to recommend other fragrances based on a customer’s scent 
preferences. Edwards understood that we needed a guide that would explain and describe 
perfumes.  

In 1983, Edwards forever changed the world of perfume with his groundbreaking book The 
Fragrance Manual (now titled Fragrances of the World), the first publication to classify the world’s 
perfumes. The 1992 edition of The Fragrance Manual introduced Edward’s famous fragrance 
wheel, which classifies scents into four categories – floral, fresh, woody, and amber (previously 
oriental). These categories are further divided into distinct subcategories. The Fragrance Manual 
simplified the way we talk about fragrances, allowing not only marketers and salespeople, but also 
average consumers to better understand scent. Later, the book was picked up by retail company 
Nordstrom; today, it is in its 33rd edition.  

In 2004, Edwards launched the Fragrances of the World organization, which manages the world’s 
largest fragrance database. Today, it has recorded over 30,000 perfumes – 2,600 fragrances alone 
were documented in 2020. While Fragrances of the World works with brands to ensure accuracy, 
it does not accept sponsorships to maintain its status as the world’s premiere impartial authority 
on fragrance.  

Fragrances of the
World continues to 
keep up with the latest 
perfume releases, and 
has also adopted to 
newtechnologies that 
makes their information 
even more accessible. 

Their newest venture, 
WikiParfum, is a free, 
online encyclopedia 
specifically for 
consumers to learn 
more about fragrance. 
Edwards also continues 
to author books on the 
subject – his final book, 
American Legends, will 
be released in 2023.  
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Displays from The Perfumery Museum, QAIC

Edwards has left an indelible mark on the world of perfume. Thanks to him, we are able to discuss 
and recommend fragrances in a way both marketers and customers can understand. 



More than a Luxury 

At the end of our conversation with Edwards, we asked why he thinks perfume has such a lasting 
importance today. “Freshness,” Edwards explains. “It makes us feel fresh.”  

The feeling of freshness Edwards describes after putting on perfume relates back to medieval 
Europe, when people used perfume to mask their lack of bathing. However, Edwards notes that 
fragrance is not only employed for vanity; it also plays a central role in religious ceremonies. In 
Islam, there is the idea that one should be clean before entering the mosque; in the hadith, one of 
Islam’s holy books, the Prophet even suggests that Muslims should apply perfume before prayers. 
Perfume and its feeling and smell of freshness isn’t just to impress others – it connects us with our 
faith, cleanses us, and, quite simply, makes us feel good.  

Pondering the question further, Edwards adds that perfume allows us to “travel with our nose.” He 
explains how new scents from all over the world are being introduced into mainstream perfumes, 
allowing us to learn more about different cultures and their raw ingredients. For example, oud, or an 
expensive type of wood chip found throughout the Middle East, has been integrated into perfumes 
by top houses such as Tom Ford. Other perfumes, such as Amouage Gold, blends Western and 
Eastern perfumery tradition to create a truly inter-cultural product.  

In this way, perfume is not only a personal phenomenon, but it also connects us with other 
peoples and their cultures. We can better understand how diverse cultures have used scent over 
time through our favorite perfume brands. As perfume originated in Mesopotamia, the “cradle of 
civilization,” it is only natural that it should bring us back to our shared humanity, while looking 
forward to a more united future.  

QAIC extends special thanks 
to Michael Edwards and our 
Perfumery Museum partner, 
Fragrances of the World, for 
providing information used 
in this article. 

The Perfumery Museum is 
a permanent, interactive 
installation open to the 
public Monday-Friday. 

For more information about
the installation and to book 
your visit, please visit QAIC’s 
website at 
www.qataramerica.org. 

The Michael Edwards Fragrance Wheel, The Perfumery Museum, QAIC
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Finding New 
Directions: How 
the Performing 
Arts Scene in 
Doha Overcame 
Challenges 
by Anusheh Zaman

This past year has been a difficult and challenging year, with many 
cultural events either being cancelled, postponed, or turning virtual. 
It has especially been felt in Qatar, as many performing arts events, 
movie events, and festivals in Qatar have been cancelled. 

As an enthusiastic movie fan, it was refreshing to enjoy movies with 
friends and families through the Drive-In Cinema, which the Doha 
Film Institute (DFI) organized during the winter and early spring 
season in Doha. The screenings were held at Lusail, and movies 
under different weekly themes were shown: from Disney classics, to 
superhero favorites, to the Lord of the Rings trilogy. These 
screenings instantly became a popular hit amongst the residents 
and citizens of Doha.

Musical productions followed a similar path as they overcame 
certain obstacles of social distancing, such as "Showtime," a Qatar 
Foundation (QF) pre-university production. Led by Steve and Jane 
Griffith, this musical re-sparked QF’s theatrical experience, as its QF's 
last musical was nearly ten years ago. According to sources from 
the production team, rehearsals ran from January to April 2020, but 
due to the COVID restrictions, the musical was then transformed 
into a virtual documentary.

The production features 75 QF students, staff, and alumni 
participating in a cinematic-inspired experience, performing songs 
from Matilda, Mary Poppins, and other iconic Broadway musical 
numbers, while accompanied by the Qatar Philharmonic Orchestra.

Fantasy in Katara. Doha, Qatar. Photo by Caross de Foc.

Music of Qatar, Katara Cultural Village Doha, Qatar.
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Fantasy in Katara. Doha, Qatar. Photo by Caross de Foc.

Fantasy in Katara. Doha, Qatar. Photo by Caross de Foc.

Music of Qatar, Katara Cultural Village Doha, Qatar.



"When there's a will, there's a way, and as they 
say in show business, the show must go on!" 
said Allouba. 

This rang true even for the musical's premiere, 
which unfortunately had to shift to a digital 
platform due to the rise in cases in March and 
April and the subsequent restrictions. 
Showtime! The Documentary premiered on 
the 7th and 8th of April, where viewers had to 
register to access the virtual link. Despite not 
being able to enjoy this experience on a large 
screen, it was very refreshing to witness the QF 
community sprinkle some joy in these uncertain 
and difficult times.

With the COVID pandemic still ongoing and 
various restrictions still being enforced, the 
direction of the performing arts scene looks 
pretty uncertain. Yet, we've seen that we are 
able to overcome these challenges thanks to 
innovative strategies; as Omar said, "The show 
must go on!"
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These songs were performed in five iconic 
locations of Qatar Foundation and Education 
City, including Qatar National Library, 
Ceremonial Court, Qatar Science and 
Technology Park, and the Qatar National 
Convention Center.

Aura Lorena Manescu, a member of the Qatar 
Philharmonic Orchestra, shared that despite the 
great challenges faced, it was still an enriching 
experience. The team had to rehearse in small 
groups to maintain social distance due to the 
COVID guidelines. "A team effort but from a 
distance," she added, and they only 
experienced the full picture after the launch 
of the musical.

Carnegie Mellon University alum Omar Allouba 
performed a small solo of "One Day More" from 
Les Misérables. He shares that despite the 
uncertainty and challenges everyone faced, it 
revived his confidence in personal development, 
professional skills, and public speaking. 

Fantasy in Katara. Doha, Qatar. Photo by Carros de Foc.



Performance for the National Day of Qatar at Expo 2012. Photo by César Corona
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Meisner in Tehran: 
How Parisa Bayenat is Bringing Meisner to Iran 
by Luke Scaros
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Meisner in Tehran: 
How Parisa Bayenat is Bringing Meisner to Iran 
by Luke Scaros

Parisa Bayenat started her acting 
career in Tehran, Iran. In 2008, she 
continued her studies in the United 
States, first in Los Angeles, California, 
then in Baltimore, Maryland, where 
she earned her Bachelors from the 
University of Maryland. She then 
earned her Masters of Fine Arts 
degree in Virginia Beach, Virginia, 
and, after spending some time
teaching in Boston, returned to Iran. 
With thirteen years of American 
theatre training and experience, 
Parisa would be tough competition 
in an audition room. However, she 
has instead focused on teaching the 
next generation of Iranian performers, 
specifically on the technique of 
Sanford Meisner. 

Parisa teaches acting for two specific 
institutions; Karnameh, Institute of Arts 
and Culture, and the Bamdad House, 
both located in Tehran, Iran. While the 
Karnameh Insitute of Arts and Culture
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has a strong focus on film acting and 
design, they also explore other artistic 
humanities, including creative writing, 
poetry, and art history. The Bamdad 
House was founded by Parisa 
Bakhtavar, who, besides being a 
profound film artist, is also known due 
to her husband, Academy Award 
winning film director Asghar Farhadi. 
For both the Karnameh Insitute and the 
Bamdad House,having Meisner in their 
classrooms is a new concept.

“When I started to teach the Meisner 
technique in Iran, I figured out that no 
one, [student or teacher alike], knows 
about Meisner. They know Stanislavsky, 
and some know about [Lee] Strasberg 
and [Stella] Adler, but few know about 
Uta Hagen, or Meisner, because they 
are from America.”- Parisa

Sanford Meisner was an American 
theater teacher that worked between 
1935 and 1980. He studied under two 
American theatre icons, Lee Strasberg 
and Stella Adler, before starting his 

Acting students in Bayenat's class. Tehran, Iran.

Acting students in Bayenat's class. Tehran, Iran.



own studio. Notable actors who 
study the Meisner technique include 
Jeff Goldblum, Chadwick Boseman, 
Diane Keaton, and Alexandra 
Daddario. Meisner’s method boils 
down to “living truthfully under 
imaginary circumstances.” By using 
improvisation and their own 
emotional life, a Meisner student can 
find connections to most scripts. One 
of the most significant elements of 
Meisner that drew Parisa to the 
technique was the concept of 
“living in the moment.” “Before I took 
Meisner, anytime I was acting, I didn’t 
want to use affected memory [a 
Stanislavsky technique], but just 
wanted to be in the moment. Then 
the professor talked about Meisner, 
and I thought, ‘Oh my gosh, I do that 
already!’”

It is believed that Meisner’s 
teachings are not well known in Iran 
(and speculatively, elsewhere in the 
MENA region) simply because of 
the distance between the US and 
the Middle East. According to Parisa, 
most of the acting training that she 
experienced in Iran derives from the 
techniques of Stella Adler and her 
teacher, Constantine Stanislavsky. 
Stanislavsky founded the infamous 
Moscow Art Theatre in 1898, as well as 
a technique of theatre that is known 
as Stanislavsky’s Method. In 1922, the 
Moscow Art Theatre spent two years

years touring the United States, 
which was incredibly well-received. 
The tour inspired a group of New 
York artists to create The Group 
Theatre, where, under the 
leadership of Lee Strausberg, they 
worked on implementing what they 
learned into the American Theater 
scene. It wasn’t until a couple of 
decades later that one of the group 
members, Stella Adler, traveled to 
Paris, where she met Stanislavsky 
and learned that his method had 
evolved. After a couple of years of 
study under Stanislavsky, Stella
returned to the United States. She 
accidentally created a fracture in 
The Group Theatre, which led to 
many of the individual artists 
opening their own studios and 
focusing on their own specific 
interpretations of Stanislavsky. The 
fact that it took Stella Adler’s trip to 
France to learn about the evolution 
of Stanislavsky’s method shows how 
difficult it is for artistic techniques and 
ideas to be shared across the 
Atlantic Ocean. At the same time, 
because Adler spent some time 
working on the continent, it makes 
sense that Parisa’s fellow teachers 

Sanford Meisner (back row center) with members of the Group Theatre in 1938.

Parissa Bayenat's students in class. Tehran, Iran.
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While the language 
barrier was a struggle, 
Parisa says that acting, 
specifically using the 
Meisner technique, is not 
difficult but different. 

“

”

Parisa says that, 
concerning the language 
barrier, her biggest hurdle 
was memorization. 

“
”



and classmates know more about 
Adler than someone like Sanford 
Meisner, who never left the US.  

In her time in the US, Parisa did 
not find many Iranians in American 
Theater. She found a couple that 
work as directors, or within lighting 
or set design, but she says that she 
hadn’t encountered a single Iranian 
stage actor. She found individuals 
of Persian heritage, but the fact that 
Parisa has traveled across the 
country, several times, without
meeting another actor who shared 
her story, seems strange. In fact, I can 
only name one Iranian-born 
Broadway actor, Arian Moayed, who 
performed opposite Robin Williams 
in the 2011 production of “Bengal 
Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo.” While we 
cannot speak for other individuals, 
we can use Parisa’s own experience 
tospeculate a reason: the language 
barrier. 

Sanford Meisner (back row center) with members of the Group Theatre in 1938.

Parissa Bayenat's students in class. Tehran, Iran.
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Communication between 
Parisa and her students 
seems to be the key to her 
success.

“
”Parisa says that, concerning the 

language barrier, her biggest hurdle 
was memorization. As an example, 
she performed the lead role of 
Irina Arkadin in Anton Chekhov’s The 
Seagull while at Regent University in 
2017. The cast was notified of their 
roles right before summer break, with 
the first day of rehearsal to be in 
September. “When I saw my name 
on the cast list, I was so happy, but at 
the same time so nervous, becasuse



The acting is universal, but 
there are also differences 
between them, because 
my [scene] partner is 
American. Compared to 
a partner I would have 
in Iran, the relationship is 
going to be different.

“

”

I knew that it was so many lines. We 
got the cast list in the summer, three 
months before rehearsals, and I 
remember starting to memorize the 
first week after I saw my name on 
that list.”

After confirming with the director 
which publication they were using, 
Parisa spent her time translating the 
English text into Farsi, using the Farsi 
translation to comprehend the story, 
then memorizing both her English 
lines and the lines of those around 
her so that she could perform 
truthfully in the moment. 

While the language barrier was a 
struggle, Parisa says that acting, 
specifically using the Meisner tech-
nique, is not difficult but different. “The 
acting is universal, but there are also 
differences between them, because 
my (scene) partner is American. 
Compared to a partner I would have 
in Iran, the relationship is going to be 
different. The ‘living in the moment,’ as 
Meisner says, is going to be 
different because the moment is dif-
ferent. The moment is different 
because my partner is different.” 
 
Parisa and I had the opportunity to 
discuss the future of Meisner in Iran, 
and it seems like it will be educational 
for both students and teachers. Iran’s 
theater scene spans from Arthur 
Miller to Eugene Ionesco, so the 
Meisner Technique might not be 
useful in every circumstance. Meisner 
works best with plays that contain 
realism, stories and characters that 
uphold the traditional mode of 
storytelling. However, there is a large 
percentage of Iranian theaters that 

focus on abstract theater, which is a 
giant umbrella term for performances 
that does not follow traditional 
storytelling. Styles like absurdist and 
surrealist theater focuses on the use 
of unorthodox imagery to convey 
a theme or message. For example, 
Robert Wilson, a well-known abstract 
theater artist, would create grandiose 
performances of light, color and 
choreography paired with the 
complicated compositions of Phillip 
Glass. In a scene from Wilson’s 
“Einstein on the Beach,” an actor may 
find it challenging to find their truthful 
moment while reciting the numbers 
one through ten for twenty minutes of 
an operatic composition. 

While Parisa toys with applying 
Meisner to abstract productions, she 
finds contentment in her student’s 
enthusiastic gratitude, specifically 
when they apply Sanford Meisner’s 
technique to their auditions.  While 
the American auditioning process 
involves monologues and reading 
from the script, Parisa says that the 
Iranian theaters prefer to audition 
using improvisation. Essentially, they 
offer a prompt to the actor, and the 
actor must perform with imaginary

Actors backstage. Tehran, Iran.

Actor in action. Tehran, Iran
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circumstances. This makes for a 
perfect environment to employ 
Meisner’s technique.  

Communication between Parisa and 
her students seems to be the key to 
her success. “When I figured out the 
students loved the Meisner 
Technique, it was like something 
clicked. They were tired of the same 
acting crafts, especially when it didn’t 
work for them. After I taught them the 
Meisner Technique, it was like 
something blew up in their minds, 
‘Yes! That is the thing that we need to 
learn! This is the real acting!' Parisa 
also considers the responses of her 
students a part of her process: “Ten 
years from now, I’ll know exactly how 
[Meisner] fits in Iran, but for right now, 
it’s talking with my students to see 
what works and what doesn’t work.”

Once Iran has vaccinated its 
population , Parisa’s dream is to 
establish a school for Meisner 
Technique with all the properly 
translated materials.Through her 
own experiences and her talent for 
genuinely listening to her students, 
Parisa was able to introduce a new 
theater technique to Iran. She is 
someone to watch as her teachings 
continue to grow, and Iranian actors 
encourage exploring truth under 
imaginary circumstances.

Actors backstage. Tehran, Iran.

Actor in action. Tehran, Iran

Parisa Bayenat
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UNWASTED 
Spotlight on Sustainable Fashion 
Maryam Al Beshri

“We fully understand that we are one generation that must take the opportunities that this world has 
given us and pay them forward for all generations to come.” 

Reem Al Sehlawi and three other young Qatari women founded UNWASTED, a community-based 
event, which shed light on textile waste and the harmful effects of its production on our environment. 
QAIC Fellow Maryam Al Beshri had the chance to meet with Al Sehlawi, whose passion for 
sustainability activism is an inspiration to the youth who will carry this movement on in the future. 
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(1) What does sustainable fashion mean to you, 
and why is it so important?  

To me, sustainable fashion is a movement 
aiming to foster change in the fashion industry 
and system as a whole, moving towards both 
ecological integrity and social justice. 

In an increasingly polarized and politicized
world, championing sustainability has 
emboldened people and given them a sense 
of purpose and belonging to something 
meaningful and impactful. This can unite 
people that would otherwise be separated by 
deeply entrenched boundaries. 

(2) How do you envision the future of 
sustainable fashion in the region and on 
a global level ? 

Sustainability in the fashion industry is not a 
novel subject; spanning the globe from West to 
East, it has been the driving force behind many 
activists’ agendas working for social, 
economic, and policy reform.  

With the effects of climate change becoming 
undeniable, it has started to gain greater 
attention and has ascended as a collective 
priority and gained momentum from within the 
global fashion industry. 

In recent years, sustainability has been a 
driving force for fashion brands and 
manufacturers to respond to the evolving 
consumer consciousness. This is particularly 
true for millennial-age consumers who believe 
in using their spending power ethically and 
who identify strongly with companies that are 
socially and environmentally aware.  

With a surge in demand for sustainable 
products, brands started using the umbrella 
term sustainability in their wider social 
messaging to leverage the movement and 
gain market share. With the term and the 
whole movement in general being so broad 
and ill-defined, it left many loopholes for 
mindless commercial greenwashing. For 
example, it was common to see brands paint 
themselves eco-friendly or ethically made to

make a quick profit ahead of Earth Day. Then 
came the COVID-19 outbreak, which exposed 
the vulnerability of the industry as 
restricted international trade disrupted the 
global supply chains, diminished demand, and 
resulted in cancelled orders.  

This new business scenario forced the whole 
industry to reassess strategies and plans. In this 
context, it is not a choice between economic 
sustainability or environmental sustainability. 
The shift to more sustainable business models 
and supply chain management is an essential 
step for businesses to survive. 

As new trends emerge, global restrictions ease, 
and brands shift focus, there is still a risk that 
sustainability will be pushed down or completely 
drop off the fashion industry’s agenda. 
However, these times may still present an 
opportunity for companies that have not yet 
made sustainability a priority , to make the 
transition now, or, if already committed, take it 
to the next level. 

“Fashion production accounts 
for 10% of global carbon emission 
and every year 85% of all textiles 
goes to dumps. Even washing clothes 
releases 500,000 tons of microfibers 
annually into the ocean, equivalent 
to 50 billion plastic bottles.   

                                              ”
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Visitors at UNWANTED. Doha, Qatar. Photo provided by 
Reem Al Sehlawi.



(3) In your opinion, is sustainable fashion 
affordable? 

Ethics come with a higher price tag. 
Sustainably made garments naturally have 
higher costs than the “fast-fashion” we are 
accustomed to because the process is more 
complex. They use eco-friendly materials and 
processes, many are handcrafted, one of a 
kind, or made in small batches, and, of course, 
they should include the cost of fair wages. 

But the more we all invest in sustainable 
production methods, the more affordable it 
will become, similar to what happened in the 
organic food industry – prices drop as more 
certified items become mainstream. In addition 
to this, once we start thinking of prolonged use 
of garments, choosing quality over seasonality, 
we will find that the value is in the amount of 
use we can get out of a garment. So like most 
things in any society that require systematic 
change, we need to start with a shift in mindset. 
The power really is with the people.  

Lasty, a conscious and sustainable wardrobe 
does not only come from buying from 
sustainable brands. Shopping second hand 
and vintage is not only sustainable and 
affordable but can also be very stylish, as 
proven by the growth in the sector. Shopping 
from the many new thrift and circular local 
online platforms means you can still buy the 
brands you like without supporting unethical 
practices.

(4) What inspired you to initiate the 
UNWASTED exhibition?  

From our experience in the fashion industry, we 
had an insider perspective on how harmful the 
global fashion industry really is to the 
environment and the people who work in it. 
Since we don't necessarily have a local fashion 
"industry," we've come together as individuals 
to form UNWASTED, to inspire and help 
locally-based designers, producers, and 
service providers establish themselves and 
reshape the premature market that will avoid 
the issues currently being faced by the global 
fashion industry. UNWASTED was the obvious 
answer to several glaring conditions that 
intermix to create a potentially toxic reality. 

Through my studies in Islamic environmental 
ethics and the relationship between humans 
and the natural environment, and my 
experience developing creative concepts built 
around the ecological, social, design, and 
cultural intersections, I found that our culture in 
Qatar does not respond well to activism or any 
form of direct confrontation or criticism for that 
matter. Yet this is not to say that we are 
incapable of identifying our own mistakes and 
shortcomings. And so if we were to adopt the 
same approach taken in other parts of the 
world, we would not achieve what we have 
set out to do with UNWATSED, nor do we have 
time for the awareness to start from outside our 
industry and eventually find its way in.  
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Visitors at UNWANTED. Doha, Qatar. Photo provided by 
Reem Al Sehlawi.

Visitors at UNWANTED. Doha, Qatar. Photo provided by 
Reem Al Sehlawi.



UNWASTED Land: This artistic installation  
entices the visitor to imagine a world where 
consumption rates continue as they are, 
pushing landfills beyond their designated “out-
of-sight and out-of-mind” spaces to the point 
where they threaten to invade our most 
cherished land -scapes. Inevitably, this will 
destroy natural habitats rich in biodiversity, 
contributing to air, water, and soil pollution and 
ultimately accelerating unprecedented rates 
of global warming. Playing with a large-scale 
art installation that is thought-provoking and 
overwhelming, - we were able to introduce 
the problem, allowing us to seize the visitor’s 
attention while softening the blow of a direct 
confrontation. The layout of the installation also 
allows for the visitor to walk around, taking in 
the impact and scale of the problem relative to 
their individual size. Condensed in a space that 
at times could feel suffocating and serving as 
the entrance to the event, there was no shying 
away from the reality of the situation.  

UNWASTED Garb: We presented a retail 
offering showcasing capsule collections from 
designers challenged to free themselves from 
the constraints of traditional waste classifications 
and emboldened by the opportunity waste 
presents as a resource. Designers up-cycled 
offcuts, deadstock, vintage garments, overstock, 
product samples, or fabric swatches – leaving 
behind the “take, make, dispose” and ushering 
in the “reduce, reuse, recycle” ethos to kick-start 
circularity as a mitigating factor and solution 
from within our local industries. By offering 
attractive alternatives to consumers, we 
purposefully gratified their desires and their 
growing environmental consciousness.

UNWASTED Consciousness: We offered a series 
of creative workshops, short-film screenings, 
and educational resources in collaboration 
with other local initiatives and like-minded 
individuals targeting environmental 
mindfulness. This is all held in a casual 
community space appealing to the local “café-
culture” while allowing visitors to further 
immerse themselves in the issue at hand.

We, as industry leaders, needed a tailor-made 
approach that was non-confrontational, 
inviting people in rather than repelling them, 
engaging their curiosities, simultaneously 
invoking a sense of empathy and responsibility, 
and ultimately kick-starting real, incremental, 
sustainable change from within. We had to be 
directly objective, with an underlying strategic 
subjectivity. 

(5) Sustainable fashion also refers to 
garments that have been made in a way that 
is mindful of the many environmental issues 
the fashion industry touches upon. What issues 
did the exhibition highlight to the community?  

While the exhibition touched on almost all 
aspects in the field of sustainable fashion—
carbon emissions, water usage, garment 
worker rights—the focus of the exhibition was 
on waste and consumption habits.  

The event was designed multi-dimensionally to 
offer answers but also raise questions that can 
become part and parcel of daily conversations. 

We did this so that any and all efforts can be 
organically enriched and supported by 
offering an example of it being done in both 
a micro and macro level. The scale of impact 
can differ but the intent and interest should 
always be there and that’s what UNWASTED 
wanted any visitor to walk away with. 
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In terms of execution and operations, we 
believed that we couldn’t fairly address the 
declining state of the natural world without 
reference to the direct effects of the built 
environment and our use of it. Through the 
leadership and guidance of Qatar Green 
Building Council team, we were able to scale 
our messaging and effort to a wider industry 
level to act as an example of how to mitigate 
the negative impact of a large-scale event on 
the environment, an widely favored method in 
our local fashion industry. UNWASTED achieved 
the first level II EcoEvent award in Qatar, 
reflecting an advanced level of proficiency in 
delivering low-carbon events. 

(7) As a group of 4 young powerful women, 
you brought the community together in this 
event. This which shows the strength of a 
community and what it can do when they're 
working for something they truly believe in 
and a purpose that will serve the present and 
future generations. What are your next plans?  

UNWASTED was never intended as a one-off 
event. It was introduced through that medium 
to give our intended movement a tangible 
platform to showcase the greater potential that 
can inspire us in our day-to-day lives. 
Leveraging knowledge in exciting 
collaborations that can breed shared value 
and yield new opportunities is something that 
we don’t limit to the world of fashion or design.  

UNWASTED will always be a vessel that carries 
these efforts forward and champions them 
as our new norm—serving as an agent, 
platform, and record for our achievements 
when it comes to the existential subject of 
sustainability. 

Through future initiatives we will try to 
revitalize the community in a way where 
everyone who is curious and committed can 
serve as an UNWASTED Ambassador to ensure 
that no domain is devoid of opportunities for 
growth and learning and to make sure our reach 
can truly become limitless. We remain open to 
support and partner with individuals and 
organizations who understand that this is a 
journey and process, marked by and celebrated 
with milestones both small and large.  

As our world changes, we don’t satisfy 
ourselves with targeting a final destination that 
can serve as a marker for success. We fully 
understand that we are one generation that 
must take the opportunities that this world has 
given us and pay them forward for all 
generations to come. We do this by ensuring 
that we always work with a burning desire and 
a constant thread of effort that interweaves our 
commitment to tackling challenges with our 
ability to dream up and realize real solutions 
that can enrich our lives. 
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Visitors at UNWANTED. Doha, Qatar. Photo provided by 
Reem Al Sehlawi.

Visitors at UNWANTED. Doha, Qatar. Photo provided by 
Reem Al Sehlawi.



The women behind UNWASTED...

Reem Al Sehlawi Founder / SEAM - a tailoring studio concept based in Qatar, with a holistic 
human and environment-centered approach to design and production. 

Environmental ethics researcher and advocate, working to raise awareness on the relationship 
between humans and the natural environment through impact driven creativeconcepts and 

initiatives built around the ecological, social and cultural intersections. 

AlDana Al Mesnad  Founder / Creative Director at Wit Noiz – a gender neutral contemporary 
lifestyle brand taking a new approach on timeless pieces combining all forms of expression into 

wearable art.  

Juwaher Al Ahmad Founder / Designer at FJ Designs – a contemporary fashion brand specializing 
in quality driven production and timeless designs inspired by cultural modernity.  

Sara Al Mesnad Strategic Corporate Advisor at Business Trading Co. - Formulating and 
supporting the Board’s long-term retail and real-estate strategy.  
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Founders of UNWASTED (from left) Reem Al Sehlawi, Juwaher Al Ahmad, Sara Al Mesnad, AlDana Al Mesnad.





Museums have become known 
as institutions devoid of 
relatability or emotion. Given 
their history as cabinets of 
curiosity, it is an understandable 
but antiquated view. Museums 
are not simply storage facilities; 
they are institutions protecting 
some of mankind’s most 
priceless artifacts. They exist as 
an amalgamation of history, 
heritage, and culture. 

In 1947, the Burlington Magazine 
for Connoisseurs featured an 
article titled “Unesco and the 
Future of Museums.” This editorial 
proposes how the then newly 
created UNESCO (The United 
Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization) might 
encourage the development 
of museums to become more 
publicly accessible. The editor 
calls on UNESCO to create a 
commission tasked with creating 
a streamlined artifact labelling 
process, assist with the 
reproduction of collection items 
and education programs that 
enforce aesthetic appreciation.

Setting the scene for the future 
of museums, there was a clear 
expectation that there would 
remain an emphasis on space 
and collection. 

Today, museums continue to 
take pride in their collections, 
but there is a greater emphasis 
on influence and audience. 
Museums may have a varying 
degree of power due to size, 
endowments, patrons, etc., 
but museums of all sizes strive 
to have influence, and place, 
within their community. With 
collections and objects from 
around the world and at home, 
a museum’s position allows 
them to highlight cultural 
differences, as well as 
sameness.  By bringing culture 
to the people, instead of the 
reverse, museums are able to 
engage a larger and more 
diverse audience. 

Founded in 2005, Qatar 
Museums (QM) is an institution 
that operates several 
museums, archaeological sites, 

Qatar Museums: 
A Present-Day 
Example for 
the Museum 
of the Future 
by Alisa Grishin
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Qatar National Musem. Doha, 
Qatar. Photo by Gilbert Sopakuwa.

The future of 
museums is 
here, and 
Qatar 
Museums is an 
early adopter. 

“

”



By collaborating on cultural 
promotion, countries foster a 
deepened understanding of their 
differences and similarities. These 
bilateral impacts contribute to a 
heightened appreciation for culture. 

“

”

and cultural programs. With
 its inception, one thing is clear: 
Qatar recognized this new 
era of museology over a 
decade ago. 

When QM first opened, they 
were welcomed as 
contributors to world-class 
curations that rival those of 
Paris, London, and New York 
City. But they have since 
effectively made the argument 
that they are worthy of 
 

Strategic Cultural Relations at 
Qatar Museums, called the 
YoC a “[reflection] upon and 
displays Qatar’s past, present 
and future by creating and 
interpreting culture through 
art. It brings world cultures to 
Qatar and takes our heritage, 
art and traditions to the world.” 
YoC uplifts the nation’s culture 
while providing a space for 
other cultures to do the same. 
By collaborating on cultural 
promotion, countries foster a

recognition in their own right. 
In 2012, Qatar Museums began 
their cultural initiative “Years of 
Culture” (YoC). The purpose of 
this initiative was to encourage 
cultural exchange by means of 
art exhibitions, performances, 
workshops, and other events 
that highlight the differences 
and similarities between 
Qatar and the partner country 
of that year.

Safiya Al Hajari, the Director of 

Qatar National Musem. Doha, Qatar. Photo by Gilbert Sopakuwa.

countries foster a deep-
ened 
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deepened understanding of 
their differences and similarities. 
These bilateral impacts 
contribute to a heightened 
appreciation for culture. 

This approach was unlike many 
leading museums at the time, 
but it came as a welcome 
reinterpretation of cultural 
discourse facilitation. 

In Will Phillips’ “Institution-wide 
Change in Museums,
”motivators for change are 
explored. Some of these 
motivators, such as increased 
accessibility to technology, 
globalized competition, and 
audience changes, are external 
influences that force change. 
But the overcoming of internal 
forces of mental aging of staff, 
plateaued market share, and

e overcoming of internal forces 
of mental aging of staff, 
plateaued market share, and 
silosclerosis, are what most 
contributed to the QM’s 
advantageous position. While 
older museums must work on 
these issues from the inside out, 
QM was able to act bilaterally 
and strengthen internal 
operations while bending to the 
demands of museum trends. 

Museums are still struggling to 
catch up to future trends of 
museum impact because they 
cannot overcome these internal 
issues. In order for institutional 
growth to occur, museums must 
first tackle these problems. QM's 
recent incorporation has given 
an advantage because these 
issues have not had the chance 
to manifest. While older museums

must work from the inside out, 
QM was able to avoid these 
well-documented obstacles 
and act bilaterally to 
strengthen internal operations 
while bending to the 
demands of museum trends. 

Furthermore, its status as an 
up-and-coming museum 
organization has allowed it 
great mobility in the face of 
widespread change; change 
has not been treated as 
obstacles to performance 
ability, but rather opportuni-
ties for growth.  .  

While QM has an advantage 
due to its age, museums 
of any size and age can 
broaden their cultural reach 
through one task: gaining an 
audience. A valuable 

David Teniers the Younger, The Archduke Leopold Wilhelm in his Painting Gallery in Brussels, 1651, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna 
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resource for promoting culture, 
social media and its necessity is 
well understood. As Sree 
Sreenivasan, the former digital 
officer of the Metropolitan 
Museum, said,: “rather than 
hoping for an audience, you 
build an audience.” It is a 
high-reward practice for most 
museums with a variety of ways 
to approach it. Social media 
has allowed museums to have 
followings at home and around 
the world, building the credibility 
and impact of museums. 

More museums can now 
successfully engage new, 
global audiences. It is a 
comfortable position for many 
museums; any individual can 
connect with the outside world 
from the comfort of one’s desk. 
Social media has proven to be 
a viable option for cultural 
exchange, but it is only the 
beginning. As the world 
changes, so must museums. 
Max Hollein, director of the 
Metropolitan Museum, had this 
to say about the future of 
museums:  

Hollein, like many museum 
directors, understands that 
museums have a rich future, but 
it might look different. The world 
is becoming increasingly 
globalized, offering an 
emergence of numerous 
narratives and stories. It is no 
secret that many museums, 
particularly in the West, have 
emphasized the narrative of the 
white male. As this narrative 
becomes less and less 
representative of museum-
goers, museums are 

reinterpreting their exhibits, 
being more mindful of 
language, creating inclusive 
programming, and bringing 
their mission beyond the 
museum walls. 

The future of museums is here, 
and Qatar Museums is an early 
adopter. As a young, growing, 
and well-positioned institution, 
QM is in a unique advantage to 
show the success of museums 
as part of their country’s larger 
cultural sphere.  

“Bringing more and more 
objects to one place will 
become less relevant, versus 
how you translate the 
knowledge, understanding, 
and complexities of these 
objects to a wider audience. 
I do think the physical 
experience of the museum will 
continue to be powerful and 
strong. But museums will 
expand significantly in ways 
that are not just physical, but 
also digital and intellectual in 
regard to their engagement in 
various areas of the world.” Gallery with social media icons, image by QAIC staff
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Museum of Islamic Art. Doha, Qatar. Photo by Alex Wing.
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Keeping up with QAIC
Have you been keeping up with all of QAIC’s artistic and cultural features? Test your knowledge 
with our crossword puzzle and find out how much you’ve been keeping with QAIC.  

Stumped? Follow us on social media @QatarAmerica for hints. 
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2. Al Khor Island is also known as this 
color, and is home to both a rich cultural 
and natural heritage.

6. Khalil Gibran was an American poet 
from this Middle Eastern country.

7. Meaning “to show” or “to parade” in 
Arabic, this is a folkloric dance performed 
throughout the Arabian Peninsula.

8. Murwab, Al Zubarah, and Al Jassiasiya 
are three types of sites in Qatar for the 
study of this.

11. In our 2nd Museum Series panel on May 
25, we discussed this type of art.

12. Al Kharsaah is a power plant in Qatar 
for this type of energy.

Across 1. A series of this type of art by American 
artist Tom Otterness is currently housed at 
Hamad International Airport.

3. Sheikh Jassim bin Mohammed Al Thani, 
the founder of Qatar was also talented in 
this form of art.

4. The Qatar Philharmonic Orchestra 
made its US debut in 2008 in this Center in 
Washington DC.

5. The 9th month of the Muslim calendar 
observed by Muslims worldwide as a 
month of fasting, prayer, and reflecting.

9. Qatar's newest planned city, and the 
country’s first “smart” city.

10. Our latest in-house museum, located in 
our Washington DC HQ exhibits the history 
and culture of this cultural artifact.

D
ow

n
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1. Sculptures   2. Purple   3. Poetry   4. Kennedy   5. Ramadan   6. Lebanon   7. Ardah  8. Archaeology  9.  Lusail   10. Perfume   11. Indigenous   12. Solar  
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Color Me QAIC

QAIC Headquarters, Washington, DC. 

Fun fact: QAIC's HQ is a historic mansion built by 
prominent American architect Horace Trumbauer 
for a pioneering DC socialite,  Mrs. Elizabeth Hope 

Gammell Slater (E.H.G.S).



Partners

Luke Scaros, A2Q Contributor

Anusheh Zaman, Fellow (Spring 2021)

Maryam Al Beshri, Fellow (Spring 2021)

Alisa Grishin, Intern (Spring 2021)
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Content 
Contributers

Designed by Yousra Khalil

Thank you to all of our 
partners and supporters.
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Join our QAIC Family!
Interested in taking your support of the Qatar America Institute of Culture further? If so, you 
can do this in two ways: supporting QAIC’s mission and programming as an official sponsor, or 
joining QAIC’s membership community to enhance your art and culture journey.

As a member, you become part of the extended QAIC family. With an annual membership, 
you will receive more exclusive experiences during some of QAIC’s programs. These offerings 
include access to exclusive engagements with featured guests, intimate receptions with visiting 
artists, and other benefits – both tangible and intangible, to better serve you as a platform for 
cultural and creative enrichment. QAIC members are an extension of us; therefore, it is with this 
network of passionate individuals that we can further advance our mission of connecting 
creatives, convening communities, and celebrating cultures, locally and beyond. For more 
information, visit www.qataramerica.org/membership.

As a sponsor, your support will directly sustain and expand the programming that QAIC has to 
offer to its audiences in the United States, in Qatar, and around the world. Sponsors also
 receive unique benefits as part of their contribution, like VIP tickets to QAIC events, brand 
exposure, and more. For more information, visit www.qataramerica.org/support-QAIC.

Lastly, your contributions and continued support will allow QAIC to remain a viable platform 
and partner for creatives and artists. Through QAIC’s programming, artists and creatives are 
highlighted, which helps further their own success and cultivate peace among various 
peoples from around the world.
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